In this article it is shown how tool vibrations of elastic joint robots can be reduced significantly by feedforward control based on inverse dynamics models. The key ideas are (a) to use available algorithms for differential-algebraic equation systems to derive inverse plant models automatically and reliably, (b) to automatically construct the high-order differentiability of the inverse plant model inputs by prefilters, and (c) to use a controller with two structural degrees of freedom. The technique is demonstrated with a 6 axes elastic joint robot model and with experimental results from our laboratory robot.
Introduction
A large number of algorithms are known to control robots under the assumption of rigid joints and rigid links. Controllers designed under this assumption limit the performance because the specialized gears used for robots, such as Harmonic Drives. have a significant elasticity. In particular, the vibrations measured at the tool are considerably higher as predicted with rigid joint models. This behaviour can be easily explained with the following simple experiment:
If only one axis of an elastic joint robot is moving so that gravity has no effect, the mechanical part of the robot can be described by the model in Fig. 1 . It consists of the moments of inertia of the motor JZ and the load 5 1 (= the inertia of all outer joints, arms and loads projected on the axis of rotation), a sprinddamper combination describing the elas- A controller should keep the deviation between the load angle q and the desired load angle q d ( t ) small. Most robots have at least a sensor to measure the motor position 8. Under the assumption of a rigid joint the desired motor angle @d = Qd and therefore the motor position error is computed as e = @d -8. Assuming that we have the best possible motor controller which is able to reduce the motor error to zero all the time, the load will still vibrate due to the elasticity.
Typical simulation results are presented in Fig. 2 . In the left part the desired speed and the actual speed of the load are shown. In the right part the load position error is displayed. Obviously, even with the best possible motor controller which is based on a rigid joint model, significant oscillations occur. because the load can vibrate even if the controlled motor is at rest.
Dynamic Models of Elastic Joint Robots
The equations of motion for a robot having rigid links and flexible joints are well known and a derivation can be found in many articles, e.g., in [ 11. The used models mainly differ in the effects of the drive trains that are taken into account. Contrary to many models the elasticity should be modeled as a nonlinear spring as typical datasheets of gearbox manufacturers show. Another effect often neglected is joint damping, which is important when trying to get a realistic model.
In this article, the following model of a robot with n axes is used where q ( t ) is the vector of n joint angles, 0(t) is the vector of n motor angles, -r is the vector of n driving torques of the motors, J is the n x n diagonal matrix of the motor inertias. B is the n x n inertia matrix, S is the n x n matrix of inertial coupling between motors and links, c is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal torques, g is the vector of gravitational torques and f~( q ) and f~ (8) represent the friction characteristics of link and motor bearings. The same notation as in [2] is used, except that k, are nonlinear functions of (q, -0i) to des+be gear elasticity and d, are nonlinear functions of (qi -€3, ) to describe gear damping (2 = 1, ... ,n).
Throughout this paper a model of the 6 axis robot 
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The development of control strategies for elastic joint robots has received considerable interest in the past years. Overviews can be found in [3, 41. For example in [2] it is shown that a robot with elasticities in all of it joints is linearizable by dynamic feedback. Unfortunately many of the proposed controllers are difficult to use in practice, e.g., because all robot states have to be measured or large online computations have to be performed. For example, even on the advanced DLR lightweight robot with its large computational power it is not possible to calculate the full feedback linearization algorithm in real time [5] . Due to these reasons, simple controllers like proposed by Tomei in 161 and variations of it are still in widespread use.
The major drawback of this controller is that it exhibits large link vibrations for faster trajectories, as seen in Fig. 4 , which is the result of simulations of the Manutec r3 benchmark using the Tomei controller. These vibrations are due to the fact that only torques and static deflections caused by gravitation are compensated in the feedforward part of the controller. This property is sufficient to gain global stability for set point control but results in the oscillating behavior shown in Fig. 4 . From this point of view it is straightforward to extend the feedforward part of the controller by taking into account the complete robot dynamics to get less vibrations. This way of calculating the desired trajectories makes sense not only for the PD controller but also for more complex controllers, such as state feedback controllers.
Feedforward Control for One Axis
Calculating an input trajectory (here: motor angles Q d ) for a nonlinear dynamic system corresponding to desired outputs (here: q d ) can be seen as an application of the theory of flat systems, introduced in [7] . Inputs and states of flat systems can be calculated from their flat outputs and a finite number of derivatives of the flat outputs by a system of algebraic equations. In [8] this is performed for elastic joint robots assuming constant stiffness and neglecting damping and friction. However, the calculation utilizing only algebraic equations is not always possible as can be shown by the two mass system from Fig. 1 representing one axis and described by the equations:
Given q ( t ) and a sufficient number of derivatives of q, the variables @ ( t ) andT(t) shall becalculatedfrom (5, 6) . When joint damping is neglected, d(q -Q) = 0 and 8 can be computed via an algebraic equation from (5). However, when damping is taken into account, 8 is determined by $e solution of the diffeerentiul equation (5) . Afterwards, 8 can be calculated by solving (5) for 8. In addition, (5) needs to be differentiated in order to be able to calculate Q which is needed for the evaluation of (6) . This leads to a new algebraic equation
Finally, T can be calculated from (6) using the previous results. With this example we can already detect some necessary conditions for the application of the proposed method Due to (7), the characteristic curves of spring, damper and link friction must be continuous and differentiable. Furthermore, the derivatives of the desired link trajectories qd must be provided up to order three.
Inverse System Equations
As shown by example, the derivation of the inverse system equations may require to differentiate certain parts of the model equations and to solve the derived set of nonlinear differential and algebraic equations numerically.
It turns out that the problem of determining the inverse system equations is closely related to solve general DAEs (= differential-algebraic equation systems), as pointed out in [9, lo]. The remaining section will show the relationship formally and sketch the algorithms to transform DAEs into state space form, to automatically determine inverse models.
A system of differential and algebraic equations has in general the following structure: Deriving an inverse model can now be treated by just exchanging the meaning of variables in a DAE: ninu previously unknown variables Zinv or yinv are treated as known input functions, and TI,,,,, previously known input functions uinU are treated as unknown algebraic variables, i.e., the meaning of input and output variables is exchanged. In any case, the result is still a DAE which can be handled with the same methods as any other DAE, especially with the method of Pantelides and the dummy derivative method.
Since the Pantelides algorithm will differentiate equations, the known input functions may be differentiated too which leads to the well-known effect that the derivatives of the input functions must exist and be provided analytically up to a certain order, which is automatically determined by the algorithm of Pantelides. For this purpose several approaches exists. The two most intuitive are polynomials and using lowpass filters of appropriate order. Below, the latter method is used utilizing Butterworth filters:
'fd = a0 + als + . . . + aP-lsp-1 + s p By using the representation of the filter in controller canonical form, the derivatives of the filter output can be easily computed, since they are the filter states XF: *-./ Hence, the method consists of two steps: (1) using a standard algorithm for link trajectory generation q d ( t ) such as "minimum travel time", (2) utilizing filters of appropriate order in the form of (12) to calculate the desired smooth link angles q f d and their needed derivatives.
Using the described approach is only applicable, if the inverse plant model is a stable system. For linear plant models this means that the plant shall not have unstable system zeros, i.e., the plant needs to be a minimum phase system [15] . For general nonlinear plant models it is usually difficult to proof that the inverse plant model is stable and therefore often only via simulations some justification and confidence can be obtained.
Controllers with ' b o Structural Degrees of Freedom for Nonlinear Dynamic Systems
After designing the inverse dynamics model, the question arises how to combine it with a feedback controller. In The feedback controller needs to be designed in such a way that the closed loop system is globally asymptotic stable. Assuming the inverse plant model computes the same value for Y m d as the measured quantity ym, the control error e is zero. If the feedback controller starts from a stationary value and the state of the controller is selected in such a way that the outputs vanish, the inputs to the robot are the torques Td computed in the inverse plant model. If the inverse plant model is identical to the robot model, the robot will produce ym = Y m d (because the inverse plant model was constructed in this way) and the preliminary assumption of zero control error is fulfilled. In other words, the controller has no effect, as long as the plant and the inverse plant model are identical, they both start at the same initial values and both systems are stable.
If this is not the case, a control error occurs and the conoutput systems is shown in Fig. 5 .
troller has to stabilize the system and cope with the imprecise inverse plant model. This controller structure is advantageous because the design of the feedback control to stabilize the plant is decoupled from the feedforward control that is responsible for following the given reference input. Note, that the prefilter determines essentially the inputloutput behaviour q d =$ q of the overall system, since the inverse plant model and the plant model cancel each other, and therefore it can be interpreted as the "desired transfer function" of the closed loop system.
Simulation Results
A model of the Manutec r3 robot has been implemented, including the 3-dimensional mechanics and drive trains with flexibility in every joint, using the free, object-oriented modeling language Modelica On the left side, the motor driving torques are provided as an input signal vector which is split into inputs to the 6 motors of the robot. The motors are mounted on the appropriate parts of the robot. The output shafts of the motors are rigidly connected to the gearboxes, which contain elasticity, damping and friction. The output shafts of the gearboxes are rigidly attached to the driving axes of the revolute joints of the mechanical part. Finally, the angles of the joints are extracted, collected and provided as one output signal vector on the right side of the figure. This model of the robot is used for simulations as well as for deriving the inverse robot model. Fig. 7 shows the inverse robot model. In the right part of this figure, the model of the robot from Fig. 6 is used. In order to derive the inverse robot model, only the inputs and outputs of the robot model have to be exchanged, which is achieved by the TwoIn and TwoOut blocks. As a result, the joint angles q are input signals to the robot model and the motor torques are output variables. In addition, the joint angles and their derivatives need to be defined. This is accomplished by Butterworth filters as explained in Section 5 , see left part of Fig. 7 . Translating this model with Dymola, produces the inverse robot model. Figure 8 shows the feedforward torques of the first three axes computed for the benchmark example.
The inverse robot model is used in combination with a PD controller in simulations to verify the performance improvement. As expected the path deviations are zero except for small numerical errors, if exactly the same model is used for the plant and the inverse plant model. A more interesting question is whether the feedforward control is still useful when the inverse robot model deviates from the robot model. For a simple test, simulations have been performed with the robot load being half and double the expected load. The results are shown in Fig. 9 . When comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 9 it can be seen that the path errors with the unprecise inverse robot model are still one order of magnitude smaller than those caused by the PD controller using only static compensation.
A drawback is the quite large amount of computing time that is needed to calculate the inverse dynamics. On a Pen- tium 111 with 700 Mhz it takes about 12 seconds to calculate the feedforward control for a trajectory lasting 1 second with integration algorithm DASSL. The major reason is, that a detailed model with damping is treated and that the motors are mounted on the links and are not approximated to be placed on ground, as it is often assumed. As a consequence, part of the equations of motion need to be differentiated up to order eight. Furthermore, nonlinear differential equations need to be solved. When taking into account that the code generated by Dymola is highly optimized, it seem difficult to evaluate the complete dynamics model online. 
Experimental results
In order to verify the results obtained through simulation, tests with our laboratory robot have been carried out. The desired trajectory was chosen to be a square with start point [-loo, 0 , O]mm traversed in clockwise direction. Figure 10 shows absolute deviations from the desired path displayed on the z axis. As can be seen the deviations are reduced significantly compared to the controller without the inverse robot model. 
Conclusions
This paper pointed out that controllers for elastic joint robots can be improved considerably by extending them with an inverse dynamics feedforward controller. It turns out that even very complex inverse dynamics models can be generated automatically and reliably using algorithms for handling of differential-algebraic equations e.g. available in the program Dymola. Simulations and experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
